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Religious Emphasis Week Will Be February 24-27
Hal Mclntyre Contract Dissolved;
Bobby Byrne Definitely To Appear
Tiger And C. D. A. To
Sponsor Big Occasion

Religious Emphasis Week Schedule

*■

Hal Mclntyre's contract to appear here for the Tiger-Mid-Winter Ball. February 28-March 1, has
been broken, and Bobby Byrne
has definitely been signed. Bob
Potter, president of the Central
Danca Association, announced today that the dance will go on as
planned, and the date will remain
unchanged.
Members of the senior staff of
The Tiger, and senior C. D. A.
members will have sponsors for
the occasion.
In a complete surprise move,
the William Morris Agency which
was acting as representative for
Hal Mclntyre said that they would
■not abide by their agreement to
•send Mclntyre's band here. The
C. D. A. had made a deposit of
seventeen hundred dollars to se-cure the band, but the deposit was
returned to them on January 31.
In an exchange of letters, Hamilton Hill, assistant business manager, notified the agency that, "In
the light, of this situation I feel
it is needless for me to say that
this institution does not desire any
future transactions with your
firm."
Potter expressed confidence that
the dance series will be a big success in spite of this unexpected
change. The unit price will be
lowered to $3.00 on Friday night,
and reduced to $3.50 Saturday.
Clemson students may secure a
block tickets for $6.00, but others
will be required to pay the regular
prices. Tickets will go on sale at
the Calhoun Drug Co. in Anderson, and will also be on sale in
Greenville. Plans for the sale of
tickets to students will be announced at a later date.
Sponsors for members of The
Tiger staff are Lovie Lucius of
Furman University and Dillon, for
Edward L. B. Osborne, Editor;
Lillian McLeod of Coker College
and Hartsville, for H. Graham
Reynolds, Associated Editor; and
Dotsy Timmerman of Laurens, for
Robert Burns, Advertising Manager. Also Mary Ellen Hill of
Louisville, Ky., for Bill Strasser,
Circulation Manager; and Shifra
Hyman of the University of
Georgia and Charleston, for Leon
Tigler, staff photographer.
C. D. A. sponsors are DeVoe
Holmes of Atlanta, Ga., for Bob
Potter, President; Pane Woodcock
of Converse College, for Bud
Ryan, Treasurer, and Lena Glover
of Greenville, for Charlie Cheatham, Publicity Chairman. Als^
Bess Rice of Belton. for Fen Murray, Designer, and Kat Zimmerman of Limestone College, for
Lewis Thompson, Decorator.

Stunt Night Be
Held In March
.«.
Stunt Night this year will be
sponsored by Clemson's Chapter
of Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity. On March 4 at
7:30 p. m. the curtain will rise
on this student entertainment,
with Walter Terrell acting as
Master of Ceremonies.
As has been the practice in past
years .skits will be presented by
each R. O. T. C. company and
any veteran group interested in
participating.
A faculty member will judge
the stunts, and prizes contributed
by local merchants will be awarded the leaders and participants of
the winning skits.

CONVOCATION
College Chapel, 12:00 Noon
Rev. T. B. Cowan, Speaker
Monday—-"The Reality Of God
Tuesday—"The Worth Of A Man"
Wednesday—"Love Among The Ruins"
Thursday—"A Life-Developing Resolution"
BARRACKS FORUMS
(8:30 P. M. )
Monday
Co. A
Room 1-141
Co. B
Room 1-169
Co. C
Room 1-224
Co. D
Room 1-237
Co. E
Room 1-238
Co. F
Room 1-334
Co. G
Rooml-351
Co. H
R. Unanounced
Band
Room 6-101
3rd. Bks
Room3-126
"Barn"
Room 1043
Temp. Bks. 4, 5
7, 8
Room C. D. A.
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FACULTY FORUM
Y. M. C. A.

Tuesday 7:30 P. M.

Ty B. Cowan

CHURCH MEETINGS
Monday, 6:30 P. M. Programs and supper for married students
and their wives at Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian Churches.
Wednesday,, 6:45 P. M. Regular student meetings in campus
churches. Baptist, Episcopal, Methodist, Catholic, Lutheran, Presbyterian. (The Methodist group will meet at 6:30 in the. church
social hall for supper. Reservations necessary.)
SPECIAL MEETINGS
Trustee House, Y. M. C. A.
Tuesday and Wednesday (9:00-11:30 A. M.)
Personal Counseling—All Ministers
Monday 6:45 P. M.
Church groups, "Y" Cabinet and Councils—Cowan

Phi Kappi Phi Initiates
Top Scholastic Students
Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary scholastic fraternity, initiated twenty-three, students and
three faculty members in the Y.
M. C. A. club rooms on Wednesday, January 29, Dr. H. M. Brown,
president of the society, announced.
• John G. Burtner and Paul L.
Ritchie were the two other members of the faculty so honored.
Those students initiated are
John S. Barker, entymology of
Westminster; William D. Brackett.
electrical engineering of Florence;
W. E. Broadwell. textile chemistry
of Sumter; J. S. Brown, mechanical engineering of Clemson; T. E.
Christenberry, textile engineering
of Pendleton; J. W. Davis, textile
engineering of Columbia; J. W.
Evans, electrical enginering of
Kingstree; H. F. Frierson, premedicine of Union; W. W. Gignil-

Here Is Oscar!

liat, chemistry engineering of Macon, Ga., and S. J. Hadden, agronomy of Westminster.
Also J. W. Hawkins, electrical
engineering of Greenwood; H. L.
Hendrick, civil I engineering of
Conway; F. B. Hutto, chemistry
of Jacksonville. Fla.; J. W. Lyle,
dairying of Richburg; W. E. McCown, electrical engineering of
Anderson; W. H. Owen, mechanical engineering of Rock Hill; H.
L. Parr, agronomy of Newberry;
R. F. Sheriff, textile chemistry
of Pendleton; N. W. Skinner, electrical engineering of Greenville;
I. S. Slobodien, general science of
Plainfield, N. J.; W. A. Storey,
double major in electrical and mechanical engineering of Greenville;
D. W. Walker, textile engineering
of Anderson; and M. E. Wilson,
civil engineering of Newberry.
Conforming with the national
organization's requirements^ these
student initiates were all seniors,
having maintained at least a 6.5
grade point ratio, and being in
the upper eighth of their class.

BULLETIN
A meeting of all members of
Tiger Brotherhood will be held
Thursday, February 20th, at 8:00
p. m. in the organization's club
room.

Remainder of Tiger Staff
To Be Named In First Issue
To Be Edited By New Men

Rev. T. B. Cowan Will
Give Addresses Each
Noon in—♦—
the Chapel
Reverend T. B. Cowan, of Lexington, Kentucky, will be the
principal speaker of the annual
Religious Emphasis Week which
begins Monday, February 24, and
runs for four days. The theme
for the week is "Christianity—
Or Else" and Rev. Cowan has
selected as his four main topics
"The Reality of God", "The
Worth of Man", "Love Among the
Ruins", and "A Life-Developing
Resolution".
The Religious Emphasis Committee, under the leadership of
Professor C. L. Morgan, has arranged for all classes to be cut.
to 35 minutes in length on the
four days in order to clear the
period from 11:45 until 1:00
o'clock for the four big noon
meetings.
Seven ministers will be here
for the purpose of conducting
student discussions in the barracks. They are Rev. Edward S.
Jones, First Methodist Church in
Whitmire; Rev. W. McLeod
Frampton, Purity Presbyterian
Church in Chester; Rev. Maxie
Collins, Baptist Church of Piedmont; Rev. W. A. Thompson, City
Missionary (Episcopal)'Church of
Columbia; Rev. B. M. Clark, Lutheran Church in Walhalla; H. E.
Robinson, state secretary of the
Georgia YMCA; and Father
Francis Meade, of the Clemson
Catholic Church.
Special music for the noon
meetings will be supplied by the
Clemson Glee Club and select
groups of student singers from
Lander College, Anderson ColT
lege, and the Women's College
of Furman University.
A recent article by Roger Babson, newspaper columnist and
observer of the times, is to be
used as the guest editorial in the
printed program for the Religious
Week.
Dr. Mack Stokes, associate
professor of Christian doctrine at
the Candler School, Emory University, will speak to a joint
supper meeting of the Fellowship
and Sage clubs at the YMCA on
Tuesday night in conjunction
with the week's activities.
Elsewhere on the front page
is a schedule of events for the
week.

Fox Acts As Editor
In Final Test Issue
Tally S. Fox, arts and
sciences junior of Charleston,
was acting editor of The
Tiger this week in the final
test triaJ to determine the
new head of the college newspaper.
Selection of pictures, layouts, general makeup and ^supervision of the issue were
handled by him.
Elsewhere in The Tiger is
the final outcome of the race
for the editorship, as well as
announcements of other staff
appointments.

M. Zeigler Succumbs
M. £. Zeigler, agriculture and
chemistry '02, died at his home
in Orangeburg last week.
He was a prominent lawyer
and banker and was active as a
director of the Clemson Alumni
Association.

Interested Students
May Join Tiger Staff
Members of the student
body, cadet or veteran, who
are interested in becoming a
member of The Tiger staff
are requested to come by the
newspaper office tomorrow
night. The office is located in
the basement of TiUman Hall,
and prospective staff members should report between
6:30 and 7:00.
Representatives of the editorial, business, and circulation staffs will be present to
discuss the various phases of
Tiger work with all interested
persons. Previous experience
is not necessary.

Editor H. G. Reynolds

Co-Editor T,. S. Fox

Bus. Mgr. J. E. Thomas

Adv. Mgr. R. E. Burns

Cir. Mgr. F. Gorman

Military Order
Taps Eight R0TC
Cadet Officers

Attention Veterans

Twenty "Bullets"
To Be Chosen By
Pershing Rifles

Eight men in the cadet corps
have been chosen for membership in Scabbard and Blade this
year. They are H. B. Kay, agronomy senior from Easley; H. U.
Earle,
electrical
engineering
junior from Walhalla; J. M. Ervin, pre-medicine senior from
Darlington; J. A. Fant, civil engineering junior from Santurce,
Puerto Rico.
Also C. E. Lowder, vocational
agricultural
education
junior
from Turbeville; J. R. Shepard,
architecture junior from Washington, D. C; J. E. Reese, arts
and science senior from Columbia; and B. E. Lytle, mechanical
engineering senior from Fort Mill.
Scabbard and Blade, whose
purpose is to unite the military
departments of American colleges and universities in a closer
relationship and to preserve and
develop the qualities for good
and efficient officers, has been
revived at Clemson after an absence of four years by Will Kinard, W. P. Martin, William McKenzie, and Wilson Webb.

A meeting of all Clemson
veterans will be held at% 12
o'clock in the Chapel on
Thursday, February 20th, for
the purpose of nominating
candidates for the Veterans
Executive Committee.
Prior to the nominations, a
full report on the local "book
store situation" will be given
by the retiring council.
The election wiK take place
the following Wednesday,
February 26th. Voting will be
by ballot and the polls wilj remain open from 8 a. m. until
6 p. m. One booth will be located at the Guard Room with
the other located on the first
floor in Tillman Hall.

Prof. Bradley Heads
Clemson Red Cross
Professor M. E. Bradley was
elected chairman of the Clemson
branch of the American Red Cross
at the annual meeting of the Oconee County chapter in Seneca on
February 7. This year's goal for
the Oconee chapter, which includes Clemson, has been set at
$4,520.00

Qualified Cadets Will Attend
Summer Camp At Fort Benning
Qualified members of Clemson
ROTC units will attend summer
camp at Fort Benning, Georgia,
at the completion of second semester, a War Department press
bulletin released through the
Commandant's Office announced.
All Clemson students who wili
have completed their first year
advanced ROTC by May 1947
and all who have not heretofore
attended a similar summer training period will be required to
undergo this session.
While attending camp, students
will receive the pay of an Army
Private, $75, and will be paid
for necessary travel at the rate

of five cents per mile from the
school to the camp and return.
Approximately one-half of the
training period will be devoted
to instruction in subjects common to all branches of the service, with the remaining part devoted to the tactics and techniques of individual branches.
The training will consist of
either five 8-hour days, or four
8-hour days and two 4-hour
days, at the discretion of the
camp commander. The traditional reveille and retreat formations
will be held daily except Sunday
and when the schedule calls for
no afternoon training.

Eugene List To Play For Final Concert Of Year

Yep, fellows, here "HE" is—TWO Oscars—one a vet, the
other a cadet. Gaze your eyes on John Califf, left, and his
roommate, Jim Perry. These two have been the low down
"so and sos" who were continually on the look out for your
tshady activities. They both live in the basement of 6th barTacks, so the road is clear for you people to pay them a visit.

WJien List returned to this
country, one of his first visits
was his call at the White House
where he has played twice for the
Chief Executive, on one occasion
with his wife, Carroll Glenn, famous solo violinist. Because of his
close acquaintance with President
Truman and because of his many
performances for the chief executive List is sometimes called "The
Unofficial Court Pianist."
The 28-year-old musician got an
early start in the concert world
when he appeared as solo pianist
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic

Sports Editor R. C. Bradley

H. Graham Reynolds, architecture junior from Columbia, has
been appointed to head The Tiger
as editor, Ed Osborne, retiring
editor, announced today. Tally S.
Fox, general science junior from
Charleston, has been named to the
position of co-editor.
Other new senior staff positions
were also announced. Robert C.
Bradley, textile manufacturing
junior from Greenville, has been
named sports editor to succeed
Jim Austell. John E. Thomas, civil
engineering junior from Nashville^
Tenn., will occupy the position of
business manager.
To serve as advertising manager will be Robert E. Burns, agricultural economics junior from
Laurens and the new circulation
manager will be Frank Gorman,
electrical engineering junior from
Greenville. Gorman succeeds Bill
Strasser to this post.
In an attempt to get back to
the pre-war set-up of having a
new Tiger staff serve from midterm to midterm, these appointments were made at this time.
This new staff will appoint
their junior staff at a later date.

Dr. J. 0. Perrine
Gives Lecture On
Electronic Waves

Solo Pianist To Be Here Wednesday

Eugene List, highly successful
young piano virtuoso, will bring
the Clemson College Concert
Series to a close with his appearance here Wednesday, February
19, at eight o'clock in the College
Field House.
A well-established solo pianist
before the war. List was elevated
to world-wide fame when he played for a state dinner of the Big
Three at the Potsdam Conference.
At this performance he received a
hearty toast from Josef Stalin and
won the friendship of President
Harry S. Truman.

Burns, Gorman Get
Other Key Posts of
New Senior
Staff
—«.—

at the age of 12. Four years later
with the Philadelphia Symphony
he played the American premiere
of the "First Piano Concerto,"
by Dmitri Shastakovitch, and from
there he went to the New York
Philharmonic-Symphony where he
remained as soloist until he volunteered for the army.
Since his discharge, List has
had his concert tours completely
filled and, together with Carroll
Glenn, has made many special appearances. Outstanding among
these was the "honor of playing
for the first post-war Interna-

tional Music Festival in Prague,
Czechoslovakia.
List has selected a wide range
of numbers for his concert here
with the following among the
many chosen:
"Chorale" and "Little Organ
Fugue." by J. S. Bach.
"Sonata in B-flat Minor," by
Frederic Chopin.
"Feux d'Artifice," by Claude A.
Debussy.
"Three Preludes," by George
Gershwin.
"Song Without Words," and
"Rondo Capriccioso," by Felix
Mendelssohn.

Pershing Rifles, one of Clemson's National Honorary Military
Societies, plans to hold an elimination for approximately twenty
new members. This elimination
will take place within the next
two weeks.
All men that are chosen will
go through a ten day informal
initiation period and will become
members of the fancy drill platoon that has been organized by
older members of Pershing Rifles.
As has been the policy, the
new men will be chosen from
members of the freshmen class
or persons who have attained
sophomore status the preceding
semester.
The requirements for membership are based upon ' a cadet's
military bearing, profiency, and
general knowledge of close and
extended order drill.
According to Captain W. H.
Moore, Fourth Regimental Commander, there will be three practice drills for any who care to
participate. The practice drills
will have no bearing whatsoever
on the final elimination but is for
the purpose of getting the eligible men acquainted with final
judging procedures.

No Entries Made
Iu Song Contest
Response to the hew alma mater
contest, sponsored by the Tiger
Brotherhood to give Clemson an
original alma mater and a 'fight
song, has been negligible. To date
no manuscripts have been submitted according to H. F. Frierson, member of the song committee.
Graduates, faculty members,
students, and persons vitally interested in Clemson are eligible
for the contest and the deadline
has been set for March 81. No
cash prize has been announced,
but a bronze plaque bearing the
name of the author or authors
will be erected in an appropriate
place on the college campus and
a duplicate plaque will be presented to the winner.
The song committee has requested that all persons eligible
with musical ability or those who
are musically inclined make an
effort to compose words with
singable music. Manuscripts
should be sent to Box 1097, Clemson, S. C.
Since the songs will be Clemson's own, the committee has expressed a desire that they be
composed by eligible persons, but
if sufficient interest is not shown
or satisfactory compositions are
not submitted, there is a possibility that outside composers will be
called upon.

Dr. J. O. Perrine, assistant vicepresident of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
lectured on "Radar and Microwaves" in the college auditorium
on Friday night, February 14.
Covering the basic principles,
techniques, and apparatus of electric wave phenomena for the purposes of electrical communication,
Dr. Perrine's talk included "now
it can be told'' wartime development in electronics.
A discussion of electric waves
varying from the 15,000 meters
used in transoceanic radio telegraphy, telephony, and radar systems was presented. A demonstration with specially designed apparatus accompanied this discussion.
The phenomena of reflection,
polarization, and absorption were
demonstrated, as was the focusing
of microwaves by a concave mirror
and a slotted metallic lens. The
existence of the waves was shown
by flourescent bulbs, and wave
lengths were measured by means
of standing waves in space as revealed by slender neon tubes.
Basic concepts _ of radar were
presented, and, in addition, the
heart of a radio receiving system,
or cathode ray tube, was also illustrated. •

Califf To Edit Taps;
Says Books Will Be
Distributed in April
—♦—

John W. Califf, architecture
senior from Charleston, former
associate editor of the 1947 Taps,
has succeeded Hamp Wiggins',
civil engineering from Dillon, as
editor of this year's annual. Wiggins, who graduated on February
9, was named editor last summer
and had held this position until
his graduation.
Califf, in his first statement
for publication, announced that
the printer had promised that the
book will be ready for distribution
by the latter part of April in spite
of the fact that the staff is behind schedule in preparing the
copy. He also made the statement
that this will be the largest Taps
ever published since it will contain approximately seventy pages
more than any yearbook published
here in the past. The staff for 1948 will be announced after all copy is sent in
for this year's book. The senior
staff for next year will be composed of members of this year's
junior staff.
The pictures of the beauties for
Taps has been judged by Cecil
B. Demille and the results have
been received by the editor.

By Their
Wo r d s
"If you're going to be a member of 'I Tappa Keg' or 'I Bumma
Cig,' you must learn to drink hard
liquor."
John D. Lane
"Most best advantages or least
worse disadvantage."
Prof. Richard Powers.
"If that gets in The Tiger,
there'll be some F's handed out
in this class."
Prof. "Wnitey" Lander
"That's one reason why so many
Russians were 'socially engineered' out of this world."
Prof. Epting.
"I may be a bacheloT, but I'm
not an old maid."
Doc Taylor.
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Letters to

Tom
Clemson

By ROBERT CARPENTER
I am sitting here in my room
at the mystic hour of midnight on
8 February 1947, looking ahead
as ninety-five others to graduaThe TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
tion eleven and one-half hours
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on
that it is quite evident that there is a constant struggle to
hence. I've just come in from a
circulation, comment and general attitude -of those who read the
Charlie Cheatham's motto is determine who will teacli the
Dear Tom,
rather
chilling
hut
extremely
inTIGER.
Some six years ago I first came "Variety is the spice of life". All course; the professor or Pompus
teresting moonlight walk about
to
Clemson as a/ student and en- eyes are eagerly awaiting the John.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
the campus. While I strolled along
Oscar says
joyed seeing the college grow dance roster' to discover his latOffice Phone 5841
beneath the many famous shadows
est victim.
from
an
enrollment
of
2,100
to
that
every
dog has his day but
of old Clemson, I wondered how
Oscar Says
the present 3,500. The past year
it looks as if Ed Osborne was cut
Subscription Rate
$2.00
manj/ others had experienced the
that Adelaide and Pinky Frier- short of his day in Anderson By
has been the most colorful and
same feeling as I on the night
encouraging of all, not only be- son are a cute couple. She's so three dates with another guy and
Edward L. B. Osborne
Editor
before leaving their Alma Mater.
cause of the increased number of light hearted and he's so light allegedly a diamond ring.
H. Graham Reynolds _L
Associate Editor
MEDITATION
students but because of the vet- headed.
Oscar Says
(Thanks to Winchell)
My thoughts flashed back alManaging Editor
Edwin H. Rhyne .
erans who really mean business that the tables have really turnthat he (oscar) is glad to see
most sixty years to the time my
Jim Austell
.
Sports Editor
in the classroom.
ed Before the war outstanding that the original P hi (Charlie
grandfather, having been appointTally S. Fox
News Editor
Clemson College and its sur- seniors in the cadet corps were Morris) is back in school. Pered
by
Governor
Tillman
as
a
memFeature Editor
William Kennerty
rounding community has had a
ber of a Senatorial Committee to !prtrt'^"^n^^'^^'V^'^'w%ft^/v^^Fvv%rw^■^^^tf^ftrt/"J,vv^^vvv^J,vv■J^J^/vvs/vvl hard time to keep abreast with the officers, now they are privates. haps he can straighten the reins
Officers may be Hhe cream of
the original P lo ("little Nainvestigate the possibilities of &
Alfred Robinson
Associate Feature Editor
rapid pace of recent years and the crop, but remember that scum on
poleon" Ervin).
Robert Bradley _.
Sports Writer "college at Fort Hill, wandered
we should be patient as changes also floats on top.
Oscar Says
about this same terrain visualizing
are made, whether it be the book
Oscar Says
John Thomas
_.. Business Manager
that an item of social interest
the great educational institution
sales system, theater, or traffic
Advertising Manager
Robert Burns
that Hipp's romance at Con- lies in the fact that "Prof" Ridgethat would someday occupy this
problem. I d0 not call for slowing verse
Bill Strasser ...
Circulation Manager
came to a quick halt when way and "Chinch" Coleman have
spot; and how, as these dreams
the improvements, but rather she forgot
his name.
resumed their studies at Clemson
Leon Tigler
Staff Photographer materialized, he sent his son to
speeding them by understanding
Oscar Says
A & M following a brief interR. W. Nicholson
Cartoonist Clemson to graduate in the Class
their long necessity and acting
of '08. So it is little reason that
that futures on the Grimball- lude.
with
calm
deliberate
determinaAndrew P. Calhoun, E. E. Morris, Bill Moore, R. O. Watson, Bob
Oscar Says
my father was quite insistent that
Carolina affair are selling at an
tion.
Rayle, Jim Moore, T. H. Peak, Howell Arthur, J. O. Lewis.
I too attend Clemson.
all time low.
that the "Boojst Pate" camAt
the
beginning
of
a
new
T. A. Collings.
Reporters
Oscar Says
A short time after noon on
paign had recently drawn to an
semester, it seems most appro1
By H. G. REYNOLDS
a bright, warm, Southern Septemthat since "Shoats" Reasonover ebb. It is rumored that Pate is
Ken Koehler, S. E. McGregor,
priate
that
the
student
body
beber day in 1940, I alighted from
Circulation Assistants
come "campus-minded"—by that I is Clemson's counterpart of Sen- already jumping to Pate's conFrank Gorman _.
a typical Southern Railway day
mean take an interest in the ap- ator Bilbo, he would naturally clusions.
Assistant Advertising Mgr.
B. G. Woodham, Jr.
coach onto the soil then sacred
like Dixie.
Oscar Says
TO AVOID LONG LINES
pearance of the campus.
Assistant Photographer
A. L. Levite
to the residences of Calhoun. It
Oscar says
that he (oscar) trusts that the
The Clemson campus is known
was
my
first
visit
here
and
I
that Cathcart should have no "Harlem jive boys" (O Wallace,
Faculty Adviser
John D. Lane _
Many members of the' student body have registered com- to be one of the most beautiful
looked around for some evidence
trouble in getting a sponsor for Lucious, and E. L. Thomas) have
Circulation Adviser of
Ben E. Goodale
in
the
South,
and
it
takes
help
the
great
place
of
which
Dad
Cooperation News Bureau had said so much. It was of no plaints about the many long lines which were in evidence dur- from everyone to keep it this way. Taps now with that shiny by this time acquired sufficient
Joe Sherman
avail—not even the towering Main ing class registration last week. While taking into consideration Although the campus does not convertible. It is rumored that taste to dress conservatively for
Building clock was in sight. I the fact that many more students are at Clemson than ever cross the highway, the business some gals have been converted Mid-Winters Ball.
Oscar Says
district just across the highway in it but we are not saying from
must have looked the part of a
before—we believe that much of the confusion could have been is a very important part of the what to what.
that
we
(oscar)
have had fun
typical
freshman
(which
I
most
It is with this issue your editor writes 30—journalistic
Oscar Says
stepping on toes, at least we
college, and is considered esseneliminated.
deeply
felt)
for
the
good
natured,
shorthand for "the end"—to our career with The Tiger. Having heavy set station agent put one
that "Alan Ladd" Collins' bet- think we have. Our only hops is
tial in that the official book
drug stores, and grocery ter half can't stand red, which that the feelings are mutual.
served in this capacity four months prior to our induction into arm about my shoulders, pointed
We do not wish the reader to misconstrue that all phases store,
-Oscar Says
and department stores, dry clean- limits his activities in an Anderchubby finger down the straight
the service, we returned after three years last September to ablack
way, and said, "Just a mile of the registration and matriculation, were bottlenecks, for ers, etc., are all visited daily by son record shop.
that you people are going to
Oscar sJys
down that road, son." I picked such was not the case. Many departments were able to register Clemson students.
attempt to complete our task.
have a hard time deciding which
that he (oscar) doesn't think oscar wrote that. Each refuses to
up my heavy bags (which got
The
business
district
has
grown
heavier with each step) and made students with a miximum of efficiency, but others failed to do considerably since I've been here that she (the betterhalf) will take responsibility for the other's
so.
my way over to The College.
and this is quite an improvement. like the Alan Ladd Collins fan writing.
Editorially speaking, we feel as though we have accomplishOscar Says
it seems the one "eye- club that are springing up in
MORE FUN
. After making a survey of the the Kress Fund publicity, and we However,
After the usual lines I was ma- entire situation, we found that believe that the responsible parties sore" has been overlooked—the girl's colleges all over the south.
As the "30" approaches, we
ed little. With our few proposals, we have been met with an at- triculated
■
Oscar SayB
and found my room
again say adios and throw out
departments which displayed have now reverted from the im- hot dog stand. It is not only an
titude of indifference and procrastination, whenever and down in the barracks. My room- the
that in a class in which "Pom- the fact that it could have been
proper written notices had less possible to the realm of near per- obstacle which gives people a bad
impression of Clemson as they pus" John Thomas is present, rougher for the most of you.
mate had not arrived so I pro- registration trouble than those fection.
wherever presented.
pass through, but it is dangerous
ceeded to make my miserably which did not. Also, when an exWhen
the
lecture
on
the
NuWe have attempted to point out that the majority of
tired carcus at home. No sooner cessive number of classes were cleus of the Atom and Blick Light in that it is a definite traffic hazard.
had I lay down on my bunk than signed in a single room confusion was
students feel as though the highway crossing adjacent to
given by Dr. Gable on JanuI heard a call which was to bring resulted.
I hope I won't have to wait
ary
17
very
little
advanced
pubthe business area is dangerous due to insufficient markterror to my heart for the year
As a solution to overcoming licity was given to the event. In much longer before I see the apto come
"Freshman- .New inefficiency, we propose that in
ings. No apparent action was taken.
case of Dr. Perrine's lecture pearance of the business district
Turn Out!" Now, how was the future a greater number of the
of February 14, however, a re- of Clemson brought into harmony
We have urged coordination of the student body in IBoy!
to know what that meant? But rooms be utilized, and that these vision
made, and posters were with the "actual campus" itself.
order that recommendations of student needs could have some I instinctively knew that it must registration areas be properly widely was
scattered about the cam- I say "actual campus" because
have
some
personal
meaning.
I
people think of Clemson as a
force. Only until the book monopoly situation was in the lime- wandered out into the hall right identified by the use of posters pus.
or lettered cards.
We are very pleased to find that whole. The hot dog stand and the
light was any real unification noticed. .
into the path of a well directed
general
"corner" are a part of
suggestions have been met with our Clemson.
which was accompanied by
ADMINISTRATION EFFORT
This attitude of indifference is the natural result of the broom
improvement—not
with
procrastia remark similar to, "This'll teach
Rumor has It tHat certain civic
Students have always been in- nation. Our intention was merely
lost prestige of The Tiger over the war years. There was a time you to drag out when an upper- clined
to assume a critical atti- to point out the student view of minded Clemson residents are
classman
calls!"
Next,
I
was
askthat this newspaper was the guiding light of campus thought. ed my name and naturally I fail- tude towards their respective Ad- the situation, and we believe that contributing toward the purchase
ministrative officials—and rightly
necessary corrective steps of this "eye-sore." If it can be
We feel as though over these few months that we
ed to use the customary prefix of so. However, the feeling has ap- the
have been taken to remedy the er- purchased by the town of Clem j DO YOU THINK CLEMSON SHOULD STOP HAVING
"Rat"
which
was
indelibly
imhave accomplished to a great degree, that task that we
parently always been more or less .ror.
son and removed, this area would
AGES FOR DANCES?
pressed on my mind through a mutual.
be a thousand times better look- CORS
consider of utmost importance to our readers—presenting
series of blows with the broom
A WORTHY EFFORT
ing and much safer for us stuIn an attempt to clean up the
Brown, C. L., 3. Anderson: DeAfterwards I learned not only student side of the ledger—we
Weaver, Clyde, 3, Timmonsville:
complete student news. Handicapped by our ability to pubAnother student publication has dents. Also rumored is that the finitely not. If anyone has a date I think corsages should be rethis energetic sophomore's name would like to point out that the
Highway
Department
has
agreed
lish only every other week and by our inability to get
but the entire battalion's officer administration doesn't always have made its appearance in the form to "straighten out" this corner up for a dance, he certainly should stricted to such spec'al dances
and NCO personnel roster via the the easy sledding which we, as of the Y. M. C. A. handbook. We and improve it so as to reduce think enough of her to get flowers as the Junior-Senior Ball.
student organizations to plan their activities at such time
welcome this post war addition to
too.
same impressive procedure.
the hazard we now have.
Truett, Richard C, 4, Timmonsstudents, are inclined to believe.
to allow The Tiger to cover the story, we still trust that
Ard, J. W., 2, Hemingway: No
But all was not tough that first We will not attempt to defend the group of other college publiI urge all possible cooperation their price still hasn't gone up. ville: Flowers are nice, but they're
cations, for we believe it will
year,
there
were
those
regular
we have served our purpose to some extent.
the administration, but will mereaction on the part of Clem- A girl worth bringing to a Clem- strictly for the bees.
P. O. hikes. "Rat Letters,^ ex- ly point out a few of the diffi- prove valuable to the members of and
son
students. With our backing son dance deserves a corsage.
W. D. Atkinson, 3, Mullins: I
the
student
body.
citing drill periods, and Friday culties which are encountered in
Salisbury, Tom, 2, Summerville: think they should be retained beHandicapped by the lack of pro- this move, perhaps we can have a
night clean-ups followed by Sat- the "front office." By making an
more beautiful campus on No, I don't think the price is too cause girls take pride in a corOur thanks go to the Administration, Faculty, Students, • urday morning white glove in- attempt on our part to understand per printing facilities to do good far
which to live.
sage.
high.
and to Mr. J. A. Gallimore, our publisher,- for their helpful spections. And I still think I lost their difficulties—we hope that engraving, the hand-book will not
H. Z. Waodfin, 3, Inman: No.
Guess,
John,
2.
Greenville:
No.
the love of my high school sweet- they, in turn, will make a greater be the best or neatest of its kind.
Sincerely,
criticism.
somebody has to make money to but it would save a little dough.
However, we wish to congratulate
heart because of that "Rat" hair- attempt to understand ours.
Clegg, Jack, 2, Ridgeland: No.
As for the future of The Tiger, we know that it is being cut I wore home during State Fair
buy booze.
energetic students who did
Lex Sutherland.
Clemson's veterans housing pro- the
(Ed. Note: Inc'dentally, Mr. Clegg
Ullnick,
Burt,
1,
Patterson,
N.
this
best
possible
job
under
the
left in good hands. The new editors will, no doubt profit from holidays
gram is probably as well adyanced
J.: No, corsages are part of the is in the floral business.)
OUR SECOND STEP
as any other program of its_kind. conditions which exist.
our mistakes. We are confident that the incoming staff will
feminine attire at formal dances.
Bill Ryan, 2, Charleston: I
Next year we hope that the
Our Sophomore year merely We have first hand information
Marians, Sid, 1, Patterson, N. think we should have corsages if
have our one earnest desire—that of improving Clemson.
changed our position on the tra- which proves that much adminis- handbook committee will be able
J.: Definitely not. Nine out of ten the dances are formal.
ditional broom. But that year was trative time and effort went into to publish an informational guide
| women would feel naked if they
Don Yarbirough, 2, York: I
darkened by the shadow of Pearl the securing and erection of the which will compare favorably with
did not have corsages to add to think corsages are very nice, so
and the first deaths of housing system, both individual pre-war issues.
As for the future of Clemson—the college itself—we can Harbor
their evening gowns.
long as some boys don't go to exClemson men, a year which was and barracks units.
Imershein, R. E.. 3, Woodmere, tremes.
ON STEPPING OUT
see great things if a few obstacles are overcome.
to go down in history as World
Skeptics might point out that
N. Y.: An evening gown isn't comH. R. Kennedy, 2, Black MounII. Military took on a more full administrative effort is a part
It is with a feeling of regret
The college authorities have done their utmost in making War
plete without a corsage.
tain, N. C: No. I think it adds
serious outlook as one by one of the job to be expected. Never- that we vacate this post of
J A
Arnold "Tiny" Grayson, former I a - - Smith, 3, Mullins: Giving prestige for the girls to have
living conditions of the students, and especially those of the members of our class dropped out theless, we believe that in this columnist. During the past semesis a thrill, but buying flowers.
join the armed services. By particular instance the job was ter we have attempted to advance Clemson . student and remember- ! onecorsage
sn
returning veterans, equal to the best in the country. However, to
Jack Stevens, 2, Younges Isr [ 'tthe end of that year almost one- well done—even above expecta- ideas and ophrons which were felt ed for his 7' 3" stature, is now | Joiin
doing high school coaching at his !
Calif f, 4, Charleston: I land: I think we should have corour desires for a better Clemson go farther than mere living fourth of the class had gone. The tions.
to be synonomous with those of home
town, Hardeeville. In a re- | think it should be left up to the sages as long as they aren't too
left were bucking hard for
the student body. Our intentions cent game
and eating facilities—they go toward improving the college ones
flashy or expensive.
with a Rjdgeland out- I individual.
places in Tiger Brotherhood, C.
° £TV2IZ}™^IS1S~
were,never to distort the facts, fit, "Tiny" dropped in 54 points
Mims, Kenneth G., 3, Fort Mill:
H. C. Chambers, 2, Beaufort:
curricula, the college faculty, the appearance of the college and D. A., Taps staff, or The Tiger
SUFFICIENT
nor bring personalities into focus,
for his quintet ....... Frank Because of the low incomes of Definitely no! If we're ever going
Apparently you can't keep a but rather to bring issues of stu- M.
its surroundings, and more so than at any time before, our staff.
Ivey, textile "chemistry '43 of most of the students, I think to be gentlemen, Clemson is cerThe summer of '42 brought a good man down. In the last issue I dent opinion into the limelight,
should be restricted to one tainly the place to start. Corsages
• efforts go forth to save the student as much money as is human- two weeks stay at Camp Clark, of this paper, we built that pro- \ We _ believe that a capable per- Savannah, is teaching at Green- flowers
given the girls do have feeling.
oown at Batesburg, for.the Civil verbial fire under the mule., and son will assume this respbns;bility, wood High School and is also dance.
ly possible.
Smith. Buck, 3, Spartanburg:
W. F. Bolt, 2, Anderson: I don't
Engineers. This was soon follow- instead of merely walking away,i a^d we are confident that this helping with athletics as an assee any need of flowers. A boy
sistant coach
One of Flowers give me hay fever.
Our college, because it is a land grant institution, has
ed by the appointments of "ser- he broke into a full gaited trot.
column will improve as time Clemson's outstanding track men,
Craig, Buddy, 1, Eastover: Yes, and girl can have as much fun
geants for our Junior year. The
Namely, we aTe referriniT Xt moves on.
continually strived to get away from college owned and
Norman E. Byrd, civil engineering my girl looks pretty enough with- without the flowers.
'nut boys" were begining to be
operated concerns. The result has been that private enterWilliam DeLoach, 1, Columbia:
'10, has been named president of out them.
classified.
McElveen, Jack, Post Grad, Ca- Yes, I think it costs so much
the Orangeburg Alumni Chapter.
When we put the "3" on our
prises have established themselves near the campus so seAt present he is living in Branch- des: I think that rather than stop money that we should stop.
collars, we also took over the seccurely that it is almost impossible for any competition to
P. B. Cohen, 1, Waynesboro,
ville and is one of the leading having corsages, we should be able
ondary key positions on ffie camto get them through the school Ga.: I think corsages should be
merchants of the town
pus. Also we heard the first sound
exist. It is a known fact that competition tends to cause
furnished for the formal dances,
Lieutenant Harold L. Cooler, at reduced prices.
of that group of letters which was
business owners to take more of an interest in their cusHoffman, Charges A., 3, King- but it would be a pretty good idea
architecture '43, and Miss Mary
to influence our futures—"E. R.
Helen O'Neil were married Febru- ston. Pa.: More flowers and less if the price were reduced.
tomers, thereby causing him to improve the looks of his
C." Yes, sir, we were full fledged
A. B. Kitchens, 3, Augusta. Ga.:
ary 8, in Kingstree. When Cooler alcohol.
members
of
Uncle
Sam's
Enlisted
buildings, the offering of better service, and probably more
Rhyne, Frank, 2, Gastonia, N. Either quit having them, reduce
was at Clemson, he was associate
Reserve Corps! When we returned
editor and art editor of Taps. C: No, I don't think so as long the price, or let the girls bring
important of all—it tends to regulate and stabahze prices.
from the last great Christmas
the dances are formal.
them.
The engagement of Sal- as Dickerson,
many
of
us
spent
at
home
we
BY JOHNNY ERVIN
It is disappointingly apparent that the local concerns here heard rumors that the E. R. C
R. R., 4, SpartanL. F. Dixon, 3, Greenville: No,
vador Sottile, civil engineering '41
and Miss Louise Wynne, of burg: I think the flowers should but I think some of the outlandish
have, over a period of years taken very much from the student was going to be activiated. By
Shreveport, Louisiana, was an- be handled by a direct represen- prices should be reduced
spring holidays, N. C. State and
and have given little in return.
of the florists.
E. J. Hildebrand, 2, Washing-,
Clemson men are in the very commendable habit of judging nounced recently . . . . W. -C. tative
Jhe Citadel were in khaki The
H. R., 3, Gastonia. N. C: ton, D. C: I think flowers alstories were no longer rumors. schools in competition wiO» us on a basis of goocJ sportsmanship and Boughton, Clemson student of'last If Jones,
the dances are formal, let's ways add something to dances.
That June brought the full reality fair play. We often condemn many for lack of the proper attitude in year, married Mahala Henderson,
them formal.
L. J. Bell, 2. Wampee: Yes, beWe disagree with the college on their policy of not opera- of basic training at Camp Wheel- this respect. We have praised others (though more seldom) for their of Clemson, in a ceremony at make
Fair, J. C, 3, Greenville: Have cause they cost too much for the
Hartwell, Georgia. .....
er,
Camp
Croft,
Fort
Bragg,
sense
of
what
is
right.
Those
spectators
who
sit
in
the
bleachers
at
ting concerns which in the end will save the student money. Camp Crowder, Fort Knox, Camp Clemson might exam'ne our attitude and activities with an eye diA former cadet colonel, H. L. bunches of violets sold at the average student.
Bill Moore, 2, Sandy Springs:
Pratf, textile engineering '45, has door.
Therefore, we propose that a student union building be Hood, or Camp McCoy.
rected toward improving them.
Corker, PhK, 3, Springfield: I Sixty-five dollars is hardly enough
returned
from
Germany
and
visitThen
a
hurr'ed
short
semester
erected—owned and operated by the college—which will set at Clemson with the "Flaming
The basketball games played here this year have shown all
ed the campus last week while on think they should have flowers for bare expenses, let alone flowers.
too clearly poor sportsmanship displayed by the Clemson student
prices at such a level as to assure the paying of expenses. This Soup Bowl," (A. S. T. P.), then
terminal leave as a second lieu- for formal dances.
body. It seems that we have not even learned the elements of what
tenant
Arthur
Spiro,
stuoff
to
O.
C.
S.,
to
outfits,
overReverend T. B. Cowan, speaker.
union could very logically house a book store, ^a soda fountain seas, combat, promotions, occupais correct. Certain dominant sections boo every decision of the
dent here in 1942-43, of Bel Har12 noon Meeting at noon each
and snack bar, a barber shop, a lounge, a commissary and even tion duty, redeployment — then
referees, that is, if they are not in our favor. Others, or the game
bor, N. Y., was accepted at and
day in chapel.
raise
such
a
hullabaloo
while
an
opposing
player
is^attempting
a
is
now
attending
the
textile
gradagain
to
Clemson
as
civilians
and
possibly a clothing store.
8:30 p. m. Every night forum
free shot (hat it is impossible for him to do so with any accuracy
uate school at M. I. T. .
veterans, to a semester which has
and discussions in barracks.
We are not interested in putting private concerns out
whatsoever.
Bill Albergotti, civil engineering
probably been taken more seriousFebruary 24
ly than any other. This time we
of business. But it is reasonable to believe that if the col5 p. m. Meeting of Calendar
It is true that some few of the recent referees have not been '47. was graduated last week and
weren't under the false spell of a completely up to par. However, this is no excuse for our reaction to be has accepted an instructorship in February 17
Committees, Browsing Room.
lege will not attempt the breaking of monopolies by the
8:30
p.
m.
Meeting
of
Blue
Key.
the
English
Department
of
the
carefree college life. Many now permanently warped out of place.
6:30 p. m. Supper for married
had wives and ch-'ldren, others
encouragement of competition, then the only alternative is
students and wives in Methodist,
It looks bad, very bad, when it is necessary for our own coaches School of Arts and Sciences .... February 18
Major
John
H.
Wrinn,
vocational
were , looking forward to these, to have to quiet a bad display on our part. It is not fair to our college,
6:30 p. m. Meeting of Fellow- Baptist and Presbyterian churches.
to operate the various businesses themselves.
while the rest had seen enough our" team, or ourselves. Let's try to back our teams and players in the agricultural education '36, has ship Club.
February 25
February
19
been
assigned
Executive
Officer
The monopoly system at Clemson was strengthened re- of the cold, cruel outside to know right way, which is the way they will certainly want us to.
9 a. m. . 5 p. m. Agent of S. C.
of a battalion in the Philippines.
6:45 p. m. Church night for Tax Commission will visit Clemit required serious study for
cently when a veteran student attempted to invade the down- that
success.
Joe G. Mann, electrical campus churches.
Our institution has not been famous for our thorough knowson to assist taxpayers in preengineering '47, received an intown business world by opening* a book store. It was soon ap8 p. m. Concert by Eugene List, paring income tax returns for
AND NOW—FINALE
ledge of e'iquette or exact procedures of social practice. However,
structors scholarship from M. I. T. Pianist, Field House. Last num- 1946.
Only a collection of words—but
parent that this was impossible. The matter is being settled
it has built up a reputation of being a school of gentlemen, men
and along w'th his teaching duties ber on concert series.
February 25-26
to
the
class
of
Februarv
'47—a
of
courtesy
and
well-breeding.
he will work toward his master's February 21
agreeably for all parties concerned and a complete statement collection of thoughts and events
7 D. m. Meeting of Forum Club,
degree.
I fear we are letting our reputation down and resting on past
8 p. m. Card party for members Physics Building.
of final proceedings will be published in the forthcoming issue that have held us together thrombi laurels,
to which, by rights, we should have no access. Many rise
Married recently were James L of Sage Club and guests, YMCA.
7:30 p. m. Faculty Forum in
seven years of varving ex- and 'eave concerts before intermission and before the ending. Crowds Dunlap, mechanical engineering February
of The Tiger.
23
YMCA led by Rev. T. B. Cowan.
periences, with one final thought are seen leaving the basketball bleachers a few minutes before the sophomore of Rock Hill, and Miss
2 = 20 and 6:10 p. m. Vesper Ser8:30 p. m. Meeting of Mu Beta
uppermost in our minds—gradno- arame is over, firiv'ng the participants the impression that we are not Katherine Kalber, of Hartsville. vices,
r
YMCA. Delegation from
tion. Now that the time is here, firmly supporting them. Correcting this wouldn't do us a bit of harm The couple will live at Pendleton Winthrop at 2:20. Mr. H. E. Ro- Psi.
February 26
we look back and dedicate anv and it might do a lot of good if some of us could stay till the end.
while Dunlap finishes his studies binson, Georgia State YMCA SecOur personal thanks to the entire Tiger staff—to all the honors
6:45 p. m. Church night for
that may be onrs to those
Perhaps these two instances mav seem a bit trite, but on these here
Master Sergeant retary speaker at 6:10.
Campus Churches.
members of the editorial, business, advertising and circulation who made this possible: we looV hase°,
two motions certa'nly might well be answered:
William T. Davis of the command6:30 p. m. Forum for married February 28
forward and hone that our futures
(1} Are Clemson men Local Yokels, or are they reasonably well ant's staff jwas presented w'th a students, Baptist church.
departments, for their superior cooperation this past semester. will
9 *p. m. to 1 a. m. Mid-Winter
brine- credit and honor to t>"> brought up?
7:30 p. m. Sermon in Baptist Ball, Field House.
"on February 10. The strapping
We sincerely hope that we can see in the next few years school which has""giveri
(2) Pi Cr-r?"^!) students have good school spirit, or are they vouno-ster, who weighed nine church by Rev. Cole.
March 1
a great Clemson—growing greater.
m=sn0rt into the world
"'! that is possible out of Clemson and contributing no'unds, four ounces at birth, is February 24-27
rn,vrojy g-nt+'-cr
8 p. m. to 12 Midnight Tige
;
nothing to t^ welfare?
to be named "Junior."
Religious Emphasis Week, the Mid-Winter Ball, Field House.
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published bi-weekly during
the school year by the Students of Clemson College.
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Schedules For Football And Baseball Are Released
Clemson Nine To
Face Tough Card
In Spring Sport
Baseball Coach Randy Hinson
announced today a 26 game baseball schedule which includes 15
conference games, and 15 home
games. The season will open here
March 25 with N. C. R+ate, ~™i
close with Carolina here May
25.
Catchers i ana pitchers have already started chunking the horsehide in the field house, and as
soon as Ole Sol's ray drown out
the present cold snap, the players will take to the newly reworked diamond, and limber up
til opening day.
Coach Hinson expects a large
turnout when practice gets into
full swing with several of last j
years stars back in uniform I
again this season. For the first
time in several seasons, the team
will be sporting new uniforms
that have been promised Coach |
Hinson by the first of the month.
The complete baseball
schedule is as follows: March
25—N. C. State—here; March
26 — Mich. State — here;
March 28 — Duke — here;
March 31 — Erskine — here;
April 2 — P. C. — there
April 7 — Wofford — here;
April 8 — Davidson — here;
April 11 — Carolina — there;
April 12 —Carolina— there;
April 14 — P. C. — here;
April 17 — Georgia — here;
April 21 — Georgia — there;
April 24—Newberry— here;
April 26 —Newberry— there;
April 30 — Citadel — here;
April 30 — Ciiadel — here;
May 2 — Erskine — there;
Mar 3 — Wofford — there;
May 5 — Furman — here;
May 6 — Furman — there;
May 10 —Davidson— there;
May 13 — Furman — here;

Clemson Unsuccessful
In Recent Tank Meets
Clemson's promising tank team
dived in the N. C. State pool
January 23, pushing the Wolfpack
swimming squad to set new records in two events. A new Southern Conference and pool record
was set in the 200 yard breast
stroke with a time of two minutes twenty-four and seven tenth
seconds while a Southern Conference record was established in
the 400 yard relay in three minutes forty-nine and six tenth seconds. "Hank" Walker was high
man for the Tigers with 8 points
while Robert Hirschberg of Sumter garnered 5 tallies.
"Lint"
Holtzendorf, team captain, scored
4 markers while Martin and Trescott were accounting for 2 and 1
points respectively to round out
the points scored by the Tigers
in their 51-24 defeat.
Georgia Tech's Yellow Jacketed tankmen handed the Clemson
Tiger swimmers a 56-19 setback
in the tank meet in Atlanta, January 24. Robert Hirschberg, the
Sumter pool star, was high scorer for the Tigers with 6 big
points. Runner up for Clemson
was "Lint" Holtzendorf with 4
tallies while Martin and Walker
accounted for 3 points respectively. The Yellow Jackets* set
new records in the breast stroke
and the 440 yard relay.
Tiger swimmers suffered a 4530 defeat at the hands of the
Georgia tankmen in Athens January 29. Martin, Hirschberg, and
Bultman each brought home 5
points to share high scoring honors. Clemson took first place in
the 440 yard relay, 100 yard free
[style and 200 yard breaststroke.
Clemson's swimming team met
defeat at the hands of the University of Georgia tank team for
the second straight time last Wednesday night in the local pool
by a score of 42-33.
The Bulldogs took first place
in six events by winning the 300
yard medlay, the 220 yard dash,
diving, 100 yard dash, 140 backstroke, and 440 yard dash. Clemson came out on top in the 60
yard dash, 220 yard breast stroke,
and 440 yard relay.
"Hank" Walker was high man
for the Tigers racking up 10 points
and was trailed by "Lint" Holtzendorf with 4, Baultman with 5,
and Robert Hirschberger with 4
points.
A state invitational swim meet
will be held in the Clemson pool
Friday afternoon February 21 at
4:15. Swimmers from all colleges
in the state are invited to participate in this meet. Rooms for
participants will be furnished and
no admission will be charged to
enter.
The Tiger swimmers meet the
University of Florida tank squad
at Clemson on February 19. All
interested in this event should
be on hand to witness the contest.
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intet Plays Furman Five Tonight There
Textile Hall Is Scene
Of Game; Five Loses
Two On Virginia Trip

Ti&BM
BY BOB BRADLEY
TALENT WITHIN THE FALLS
Despite the efforts of the coaching department to recruit men who will be valuable to Clemson in all types of
sports, and place the Tigers on top in the state as well as in
intersectional play, the ivory hunting has not been as bright
as the coaches would like it to be.
There are now well over 3000 men at Clemson who have
come here to place additional pressure on ye ole cranium, as
well as see a few men bring glory to the school in football, baseball, basketball, or what have you. Many of these men are
quick to criticize, and say that there isn't enough talent on the
field, but yet are unwilling to get out and do something about
it. Why aren't you out there zooming the horsehide across the
plate, hitting the line for a first down, or swishing the basket
for a needed two points?
We would venture to say that there are several score men
at school now who have potentialities in any number of sports,
and will not go out for these particular sports. You may consider yourself unworthy to make the team, but many of you
have seen a little bee make trouble for a big mule.
If you think you have talent that could be used in bringing additional honor to the school, turn out for the next practice session, and prove it to yourself, and Clemson's opponents.
AIR-MINDED TIGERS

Tonight at eight o'clock, Clemson's basketeers will clash with
the Furman Paladins at Textile
Hall in Greenville for the first
meeting of the teams this season.
A capacity crowd of 4,500 is expected to be on hand for the fracas. Clemson will be host to the
Furman team Monday night, February 24, for the final home
game of the season.
Last year the two teams split
in the regular season, each team
winning on its home court. Furman, however, went on to win
the state championship on the
basis of its won-lost record.
The Tigers have won only one
game in their last four contests
The wi nwas registered against
The win was registered against
to 40 here on January 24.
Carolina's Gamecocks trounced the Tigers in a return match
here on February 8 by the score
of 73 to 55 This was the second
defeat at the hands of Carolina
for the McFadden men this season.
The Clemson quintet has just
completed an unsuccessful road
trip, suffering two defeats. Washington and Lee went on a scoring
spree in its bid for a spot in the
Southern Conference tournament
to win 101 to 56 on February 10
in Lexington, Virginia. The following night, the Tigers went
down before the V. M. I. court
team in a nip-and-tuck game 64
to 63 in a game also played in
Lexington. Clemson led throughout the game only to lose in the
final minute of play.

Tiger Five Wins
Thrilling Game
From Davidson

The football team is not only planning to take to the air
on the gridiron this fall, but is also thinking about traveling
into the wild blue yonder—by plane, that is. Coach Frank
Howard is trying to finesse an air trip to Boston for the game
at Braves Field with Boston College on September 26. T'would
Clemson's revamped basketbe a nice trip for the fellows to Bean Town, if such a trip could ball team showed some smooth
floor work and fancy basket
be arranged.
shooting to down a highly favBesides their trip to Boston, the gridiron aspirants will ored Davidson five last Friday
night in the Clemson Field House.
get a look at the Smoky City when they travel to Pittsburg for
The home boys led 27-23 at
half time, and after the intera game with Duquense around the middle of November.
mission the first team pulled into
a 16 point lead with four minutes
RIVALRY LOOMS AGAIN
to go. At this poinV Coach McClemson will be well represented tonight at Textile Hall Fadden let the second stringers
take over. The Wildcats found
in Greenville when the Tiger quintet takes on the charges of their mark during those four minLyles Alley of Furman. Not since last November have the re- utes, and narrowed the margin
to five points making the final
spective student bodies been able to yell their lungs out at each count read 57-53.
The entire team played a bangother, but tonight the rafters of the hall will have maximum
up game of ball by winning this
sway when the two old rivals get together. Furman will pay a Southern Conference game. Dewreturn visit to Tigertown on next Monday night, February 24. ey Quinn on floor work, "Heavy"'
Holshouser on backboard recovLet's not mar the occasion by creating any friction, or by ery, and Frank Gillespie on reshots were features of the
being over-rowdy. If it wasn't for the "Zoo," Mr. Lindsay bound
game. Furman Riddle and June
would have a lot more mouths to feed on Sunday night—and Pruitt continued to show improvement over previous games.
that's less "bull" than you think.
The Cats came to Tigertown as
a heavy favorite after being vicof 10 new IPTAY's in addition torious over South Carolina by
to himself. Clemson needs more twenty odd points. The'Davidson
men like Mr. DesChamps . . . . quintet has also downed several
TheCfiarlotte-Clemson Club held strong North Carolina fives.
its rgeularly monthly meeting
in the Mecklenberg Hotel February 10. Officers for the coming
year were elected at this meeting! but were unobtainable at
press time. Mr. T. D. Deckman,
Regional Manager, War Assets
Knockouts were a dime a dozAdministration gave an interest- Jen last Thursday riight when
BY BOB BRADLEY
ing talk on the sale of surplus Clemson entertained the Caroboxers at the field house.
RECENT MEETINGS OF IN- Government war property . . . lina
The final score was 5 1-2 to 2 1-2.
TEREST TO COLLEGE MEN: We understand that the Salude Clemson has now won one, tied
At a recent get-to-gether of the County Club had a meeting early one, and lost one in Southern
Columbia-Ciemson Club, new of- in February, but details of this Conference circles. Only one more
ficers for the coming year were meeting have not been made scehduled match is on tap, and
elected.
Robert "Red" Sharps
that is this Wednesday night
was elected president, Alex Gra- available . . . Harper Gault of when the Tigers pay a return
ham was elevated to vice-presi- Rock Hill outdid Mr. DesChamps visit to Carolina.
dent, and Sam Davis was chosen a little by sending in 14 names
In the bantamweight class,
secretary-treasurer. Retiring of- to the IPTAY in addition to Johnny Lindsey, one of Clemficers of the club are Roy Pearce,
son's better boxers, felt out his
president; "Streak" Lawton, vice- himself. Congratulations to both opponeVit, Hare, fo)r the first
of
you
men
...
An
old
grad
in
president; and Bob Stoddard, secround, and then with a flurry of
retary-treasurer. Dr. Foole gave attendance at the recent Char- blows, ended things up with a
a talk on "Clemson's Extension lotte Club meeting was Mr. A. minute and 30 seconds of the
Service", Mr. Jake Woodard
second round gone.
spoke on the "Clemson Founda- Lyle Harris, class of 1909. Mr.
Orr next came into the ring
tion", and Mr. R. M. Cooper gave Harris was a star football player for Clemson ,and floored his
some highlights pertaining to during his four years at Clemson featherweight opponent, White.
the cooperation that all branches ... If any club wants any pub- in a minute and 40 seconds of
of Clemson are giving to the Rethe second round. The hometown
search and Planning Depart- licity or news has of recent meet- folks were cheering the fighters
ings,
send
them
to
Walter
Tilley
ment of South Carolina. Mr. Liton.
tlejohn, Clemson Business Man- at the Athletic Office "or the
"Spook" Pulkinen threw every
ager was introduced, after which Sports Editor of the Tiger.
thing at his outclassed opponent
Coach Frank Howard spoke on
"Football—Prospects
of
Next
Year". Coach Walter Cox made
comments on a football game of
last year, Walter Tilley made
some comments on IPTAY work
now going on . . . Congratulations
to W. G. (Billy) DeChamps of
Bishopville. Billy recently sent
the Athletic Department a list

IPTAY and
ALUMNI
NOTES

Clemson Boxers
Whip Gamecocks

New Addition To Lindsey Is One.
Jenkins Family ^ Tiger's TOD
Boxers For Year
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jenkins announce the birth of
an eight pound four ounce
baby boy on February 5.
The new addition has been
named William Dudley Jonkins, and in the near future,
expects to answer to "Dud".
"Dud's" father has been
a standout in the Clemson
line for four years, and captained the football team for
three years.
Mrs. Jenkins is the former
Miss Martha Bademas of
Anderson. Both mother and
child are doing fine.
Merchant, to win a decision in
their three rounder for lightweight honors.
In the middleweight bout, Murray of Clemson and Wilson of
Carolina fought to a draw. Both
men were left handed, and were
matched pretty closely.
The Gamecocks only won two
fights, and both of those were
in the welterweight class. Avant
of Carolina decisioned Maney of
the Tigesr in the junior welterweight division, and "Rusty"
Donkle lost his decision to Spann
in the senior welterweight class.
Bill Hunter stumbled through
the first round in the heavyweight class, and then came back
in the third canto to win a TKO
over Bill Rutledge of Carolina.
Rutledge floored the Tiger boxer early in the first round, but
the Gamecock wasn't in too good
a shape, and everything was Mr.
Hunter from there on out.

Clemson Mittmen
Battle Bulldogs
To A Draw Here

With warm weather coming along, tennis enthusiasts
have taken to the court to
get warmed up for the coming eliminations of the
Clemson tennis team. Students who are interested in
trying out for the team this
year are asked to get in
touch with Hoke Sloan downtown, and full i. particulars
will be given.
layouts will start in the
near future, and will be held
on the week-end for four or
five Saturdays. The team
will more or less start from
scratch this year with only
two of last years regulars
back to yield the racket again
this year. They are Ed Rhyne
and Tommy Thornhill.

BY BUD OLSON
Johnny R. Lindsey, vocational
agriculture junior from Omega,
Georgia, is one of Clemson's outstanding pugilists. Johnny, who
boxes in the lightweight class,'
combines quickness and keen
thinking to make himself a much
to be feared opponent.
Lindsey graduated from high
school, and attended Norman
Junior
College. While in high
school and junior college, he participated in boxing, track and
baseball. He also played shortstop in a semi-pro baseball legue
for six years.
This outstanding boxer enlisted in the Naval Air Corps before the war was long gone.
While stationed at the Naval AirStation at Sanford, Florida, he
When Russ Cohen reports for
was a member of the station boxing team which won the Florida coaching duties, the Clemson
conference. He later boxed with coaching staff will number eight.
the Memphis N. A. T. T. C. team,
which became the mid-south
champs, and was rated as the
third best team in the nation.
Johnny defeated three National
Gloves champions while boxing
in the Navy.
John is known as "Mr. Quick"
with the gloves on, and "Flash"
Did you know that 9 miles
with shoes on. "Flash" plans to
go out for either baseball or
track.
Although Lindsey is majoring
in vocational agriculture, he
■states that he would like to
coach if he gets a desirable position.

Clemson's fighting Tiger mittmen fought a hustling Citadel
ring squad to a draw in the
Clemson field house Saturday
night, February 1, before 3,000
loyal Clemson supportejrsl. Citadel had to overcome three point
lead before they could knot the
final score 4-4.
In relatively short order, Johnny Lindsey, Clemson bantamweight, gained a clear decisior
over Wilcox of the Citadel, On
of Clemson oujtpoiiri.ted> Harris,
the Bulldog featherweight, and
"Spook" Pulkinen, Clemson lightweight won his bout on a close
decision from Citadel's Nichols
The other Tiger point was contributed by Bill Brown who scored a knockout over DuPree, Bulldog senior welterweight.

"TENSHUN" CADETS
from Clemson you could buy:

MCGREGOR SPORT WEAR
FLORSHEIM & JARMAN SHOES
DOBBS & KNOX HATS
ARROW & TOWNE SHIRTS
In fact we have a complete line of Men and Boys

Nationally Advertised Shoes and Clothing.

THE TIGER'S DEN

Ilailes -McCracken Co.

"TILLD3" HAYWOOD
Owner
Hamburgers

Home Of Quality Merchandise

Hot Dogs
On The Corner

Seneca,

Visit Our Soda
Fountain Today
*

COMPLETE SUPPLY
TOILET ARTICES
&

Anderson, S. C

FILM
Anderson's Finest
and

FREEMAN SHOES

Tennis Tryouts Begin
Shortly-Hoke Sloan

The Cadets Meet
At

THE L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO

MOST MODERN RESTAURANT
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

Sept. 20—P. C—here
Sept. 26—Boston Collegethere
Oct. 11—N. C. State—there
Oct. 23—South Carolina—
there
Oct. 31—Georgia—there
Nov. 8—Furman—'there
Nov. 15—Duquense—there
Nov. 22—Auburn—here
(Homecoming)

JOHNNY LINDSEY, Clemson boxer, lands a hard left to the jaw of Wilcox of The Citadel
in a recent bout in the Clemson Field House. Lindsey decisioned his opponent in the regular
three round match. The referee is Jim Bellvue.

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Finest

Spring Practice
To Start Today;
9 Games Carded
Spring football practice will
get underway at Clemson today,
and Coach Frank Howard expects 60 or 65 men out. The
training will last for about six
weeks, and during this time, the
coaches will have a chance to
see just what kind of a team
Clemson will field this coming
fall.
Several stars of a few seasons
back are here in camp, and
should add strength to the 1947
edition of the Clemson football
team.
Coach Howard has nine gridiron tussles lined up for the
coming season. Only three home
games are on tap, but the schedule includes the annual State
Fair classic with Carolina in Columbia, and a jaunt over to
Greenville for a renewal with
their old rivals, Furman.
The
Auburn Plainsmen will pay a
visit to Clemson on November
22 for the first time since the
middle twenties, and this game
will mark the Tigers' Homecoming.
The nine opponents listed for
the coming grid campaign are as
follows:

—'—->t>—

Miirchison's Inc.

DOBB'S HATS

•••

"Clemson Students Always Welcome"
Anderson, S. C.

P. S. McCollum, Owner

95866

"The Official College Book and Supply Store"

S. C.
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W. W. KLUGH (left) and R. E. LEE
Last week WiCliston W. (Wee Willie) Klugh (left), mechanical and electrical engineering '98, and Rudolph E. (Pop) Lee,
mechanical and electrical engineering '98, ended fifty years as
members of the faculty of the Clemson College School of Engineering. Both men who are natives of Anderson, have served
on the staff here since shortly after graduating with Clemson's
first class.

Cook Holds Many Campus Positions
In AdditionTo Being Class Prexy
BY HOWELL ARTHUR
V. Wellborn Cook, Chemistry
Engineering of Atlanta and president of the senior class, served
many important roles in high
school as well as in college.
As a senior in high school he
edited the yearbook and ■ served
as business manager of the student newspaper at Tech High
School. While at Clemson he was
participated in many extra-curricular activities and is in addition to being president of the
senior class, captain of Scabbard
and Blade, member of Tiger
Brotherhood, Alpha ^Chi Sigma,
YMCA Cabinet, and was named
in Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities.
While in Clemson before the
war he was battalion sergeant
major, but upon the completion
of his junior year he was called
to active duty with the Enlisted
Reserve Corps. After finishing
basic training he returned to
Clemson for a , sliort semester

and was then sent to Officers
Candidate School at Fort Benning.
For a short period after graduation from O. C. S. he served
in the states but was soon 'sent
overseas as an Infantry commun
ications officer in the Army and
was stationed at Yokohoma, Ja
pan for ten months in the Eighth
Army.
In high school he was a member of the boxing team, but this
career was quickly terminated as
his brother, a Clemson boxer
tore a ligament loose from the
inside, of his mouth.
During his spare time he likes
to play golf, swim, and putter
with amateur photography. He is
also fond of bridge, good music,
and banana pudding, but his extreme dislikes are poor sportsmanship, and oysters.
Upon completion of his course
here Wellborn plans to enter
Georgia Tech to do graduate
work in Chemistry.

Former Student
Is "Man of Year

Earle Announces
Eight Additions

E. C. McArthur, of Cherokee,
is the "Man of the Year in Agriculture", according to the Progressive Farmer, a widely distributed farm magazine published in Nashville, Tenn.
McArthur, who attended Clemson in the first decade of this
century, left here to begin work
JR his home farm. Some thirtyfive years ago, when the South
Carolina legislature passed soil
conservation laws districting the
state, McArthur first became interested in erosion prevention. He
organized a group of farmers in
his neighborhood and became their
head. He is now chief of an unofficial group composed of farmers all over the country.

Dean S. B. Earle has released
the names of eight new appointments to the Engineering School
faculty effective this semester.
The additions include Herbert
V. Po-e, assistant professor of
Electrical Engineering; Gilrher
Petroff, assistant professor of
Architecture; K. C. Kathbun, assistant professor of Mechanical
Engineering; D. Hunter Robinson, assistant piofessor of Mechanics and Hydraulics.
Also Earnest C. Singletary, instructor of Mechanics and Hydraulics;. W. F. Tribble, assistant professor of Electrical Engineering; S. A. Pool, assistant
in Machine Shop; and James H.
Miller, instructor of Architecture.

National Symphony in
Field House Concert

T. B. (SCOTTY) COWAN - Reverend T. B. Cowan of Lexington
Kentucky, will serve as Princ:pal Speaker in Clemson's annual Religious Emphasis Week
The National Symphony Orch- programs. Reverend Cowan has
estra of Washington, D. C, under chosen "Christianity—Or Else" as
An exhibit depicting the life
the direction of Hans Kindler. the theme of the week.
cycle of the silk worm has been
presented a program of classical
presented to Clemson College by
music on Saturday night, Feb
Major Harold S. Tate, textile inruary 15, in the Clemson Coldustrial education '25 and associlege Field House. Kindler, who
ate professor of Vocational Eduhas held the post of permanent
cation. The exhibit demonstrates
conductor for the past sixteen
the nine stages in a silk worm's
»OTSY TIMMERMAN
life.
years ,led the organization in
playing the following numbers:
Sponsors for the senior staff members of The Tiger at the forthcoming Tiger Mid-Winter Ball
The cycle includes the coupling
"Overture" from "Marriage of
of the moths and the laying of scheduled for February 28-March 1 are Lovie Lucius of Furman University and Dillon for Editor Ed
Figaro", by Mozart;
the eggs, the eggs themselves, Osborne, Lillian McLeod of Coker College and Harts ville, for Associate Editor Graham Reynolds, Mary
"Symphony in D Minor", by
the newly hatched worms, the Ellen Hill of Lousiville, Ky. for Circulation Manager Bill Strasser, Dotsy Timmerman of Laurens
for Advertising Manager Bob Burns and Shifra Hyman of the University of Georgia and Charleston
Cesar' Franck;
first feeding on mulberry leaves, for
Photographer Leon Tigler.
and
the
adult
worm.
The
final
"Suite from Gayeneh", by
three
stages
show
cocoons
of
five
Khachaturyan;
shades of white and yellow, the
enable her to understand more
"Capriccio Espagnol", by Rim
actual silk producing glands of
clearly her duties when she returns
sky-Korsakov.
the worm and the various kinds
home
to become manager of a texThe orchestra, only nationallyof silk obtained from the cocoons."
recognized symphony in the Untile factory in Zurich, Switzerland.
Major Tate is now on military
ited States that has no mometary
leave in Japan.
Her likes include sports and
backing from any municipality
music,
and her hobbies are tennis,
BY
TOM
COLLINGS
study
in
the
Textile
Department
or from the federal government,
and is specializing in fiDer test- horseback riding, and ice skating.
is on tour between concert seaBOBBY BYRNE
Margarethe Weeke, young stu- ing. Upon t completion of her
sons in its home city.
Upon completion of her courses
Bobby Byrne makes his secdent from Copenhagen, Denmark, course here she plans to continue
ond appearance at Clemson
her study in plant management in this country she plans to tour
is
now
taking
spec'al
courses
in
to play for the Tiger-Mid
fiber testing to enable her to be- in New York. These courses will Canada before leaving for home.
Winter Ball.
come familiar with the textile inAmong a group of officers dustry before returning to Europe
from South Carolina who were to become manager of a textile
recently nominated for perman- factory.
Three members of the Februent commissions in the United
She graduated from the Danish
ary class in Agricultural EconStates Army were the following school
We invite you to make your headquarters here while
system which grants a deomics were honored by the AgClemson graduates: W. R. Bailey, gree corresponding to Junior Colricultural Economics Club at a
mechanical engineering '36 of leges of this country, and before
in Anderson
steak supper Thursday night,
Edisto Island; J. S. Branch elec- coming to Clemson she had been
February 6, at the YMCA Club- • The Clemson College Founda- trical engineering '36 of Colum- studying at the International
ANDERSON'S FINEST
room.
The men were W. D. tion passed the hundred thous- bia; Zack Gray, textile engineer- House of Columbia University.
Crapps, Leesville; W. J. Irving, and mark last month, having ing '39 of Gray Court; J. W. This house, which is the home of
Albany, New York; and E. W. raised a total of $100,880 over a McAlhany, agricultural econom- a group of students, was estabNunnery, Great Falls.
ics '36 of Great Falls.
period of five years.
lished by an American capitalist
Also, W. R. Ridlehuber, ag- for the better understanding of
Dr. W. H. Peterson was the.
Principal aim of the organizachemistry
'31
of students of different nations. Half
toastmaster at the informal sup- tion is to raise a substantial fund ricultural
ANDERSON, S. C.
per, which was attended by all for the benefit <»of Clemsop. Col- Greenwood; J. E. Riley, indust- of the students come from the
members of the Agricultural Ec- lege, its students, and its alumni. rial education '37 of Charleston; United States and the others come
onomics Department and featurOriginator of this fund is its C. O. Shuler, agricultural chem- from foreign nations, especially
ed farewell addresses by the present vice-president, Alan istry '34 of Aiken; and - T. G. from the Scandinavian countries.
three graduates.
Stanford, mechanical and elec- Watkins, mechanical engineering
From the International House
trical engineering '14, and now '37 of Pendleton.
Miss Weeks came to Clemson to
Extra Something !
of Atlanta, Georgia. The president of the Foundation is Cecil
In a lab or on a date Arrow
Reid, mechanical and electrical
gives you an extra dividend
engineering '02, and now of Fredof comfortable good looks.
ericksburg, Virginia.
The Mitoga fit gives you
New freshmen have formed a
special company this semester to
that trim feeling and the
acquaint them with military life
smooth-setting Arrow collar
and organization. The company,
which is designated as Co. J, will
gets you double-takes from
have a tenure of ten weeks; at
the fair sex.
the end of this period it will be
deactivated.
Stiles C. Stribling, Agronomy
ARROW— YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT
William H. Moore, Arts and '15, has resigned a position as
see or call
»*
*
■
Sciences of Sandy Springs, is the Cherokee County agent for the
company commander and J. R. Clemson Extension Service to
Shepard, Architecture of Washing- succeed A. B. Bryan, who served
ton, D. C. is filling the executive as editor of the South Carolina
officer's post.
Extension Service for more than
26 S. Main St
Greenville, S. C.
twenty years.
Stribling, brother of B. A.
Roses, Carnations, Gardinias, Orchids
Stribling of the Education department, is well-known around
Our Prices Are Reasonable
Clemson and by Clemson men
all over the state.
Reverend Father Joseph Burns,
Paulist Missionary, will conduct a
Spiritual Retreat for Newman
Club members on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights at
seven o'clock.
After the completion of the ReImprovements are at present
treat, he will go to New Orleans being made in the library to
to open a mission and conduct house 25,000 maps which have
services during the Lenten sea- recently been received from the
son.
War Department.
The basement is being remodelDuring the war Father Burns
served as a Marine Chaplain and ed and divided into three compartis now stationed at Winchester, ments. One will house the maps;
another will serve as a workshop
Tennessee.
for organizing and cataloging the
maps; the third will contain back
issues of important newspapers.
The hall of the basement will be
used as a museum for old manuscripts.
Another improvement will be
Eight Baptist girls from Win- the installation- of' flourescent
throp will be guests of the Clem- lights in the reading rooms and
son B. S. U. on Saturday and Sun- the South Carolina room. These
day. February 22 and 23. The lights will replace the old yellow
group will be led by Miss Doris incandescent lights which have
Davis, Baptist student secretary, been in use for so many years.
and Jean Graham, the B. S. U.
"j Anderson
I Anderson
president at Winthrop.
SUPPER TO BE HELD
Laurens
I
Abbeville
Sunday morning the group will
Sixty girls from Furman UniClinton
I Greenwood
have charge of the opening ex- versity will be guests at a bufI Union
FROM CLEMSON TO
ercises in the student department fet supper to be held at the Bap' Newberry
FROM CLEMSON TO
[Chester
of the Sunday School and will tist church on Wednesday, FebSaluda
give the devotional talk and music. ruary 26, at 6:30. Following the
Great Falls
Columbia
At the morning worship, the supper and social hour. Rev. Maxie
Lancaster
quartet will sing the hymn an- Collins will lead a discussion on
Rock Hill
them. The delegation will also lead Government and the Christian at
AM AM PM PM
the Vesper Program in the Y. M. the regular meeting of the TrainClemson
LV740 1100 358 _715
C. A. at 2:10 Sunday afternoon. ing Union at the church.
AMI AM PM PM| PM
Anderson ..
AR815 1135 445 750
\nderson
LV715
1105 1250 330 655
Anderson
LV 850 1200 450
Laurens ..
1250
510 835
AR855
Abbeville
1000 120 545
Laurens _
100
515
LV855
835
Greenwood
..
ARlQ30[ 150 615
Clinton ._
530 850
910 115
630
Greenwood
LV1035
Union
AR1010 210 415 630 950
Newberry
AR1145
745
Union
LV1010 215 420 635 950
Greenwood
LV1030 150
Chester ..
.
1108 310 510 730 1040
5aluda
LV1120 250
Richburg Jet.
LV1130 330 530 730 1100
Columbia
AR1240 420 850
Richburg Jet.
AR1130 420 625 750 1100
Lancaster
AR1159 500 655 825 1130
Richburg Jet.
LV213 4201 62511000
Great Falls _
AR 300 520! 650 1045
Richburg Jet.
LV1130 330 530 730 1100
TRAVELING TIME IS PRECIOUS TIME
Rock Hill
AR1200 355 600 820 1130
Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

Tate Presents Silk
Worm Cycle Exhibit
-—■*—

Danish Student Is Taking Special
Courses In Textile Department

Graduating Seniors
Guests of Ag Club
-—■•—

Clemson Men Get
Permanent Rank

After Five Year Span
Foundation Fund Tops
Hundred Thousand

CLEMSON MEN:

John C. Calhoun Hotel

New Freshman Group
Added to Cadet Corps

STONE BROTHERS

CORSAGES

Stribling Will
Replace Bryan

(or

TIGER-MID-WINTER BALL

1

Civilian and Military Clothes
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

Clemmer-Phone 4912
*Clegg-Room 4-128

Retreat for Catholic
Students This Week

, -ARROW-

I.

Library Improvements
Made to House Maps

Ranges

Automatic Water Heaters

-NOTICEWe are now in position to install small tanks at a nominal
price for cooking and automatic water heating customers.

Our normal line of large underground systems for those
who desire heating equipment in addition to a Range,
Water Heater, or a Refrigerator.
We are sole distributors in this area for

"GREEN'S FUEL"
"The Safe, Modern, & Economical Fuel
for Domestic & Commercial Use"
All Equipment Underwrite Approved and Installations
Standards

PIEDMONT GAS CO.
LIBERTY,
Several
Refrigerators

4111

Night

4241

Economical... Safe

Eight Wirithrop Girls
Visit Clemson B. S. U.

'Nothing but the Best'

Clemson Cafeteria
In The "Y"

PHONE
Day

TRMELBIBUS

TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT

ALSO

Made to NBFU

Stewart-Meritt Company

S. C.
Space
Heaters

Home Cooked Meals Served
Three Times Daily

REMEMBER

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS

CAROLINA STAGES, INC.
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Qass of 1929.

Your interests are his.

